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Introduction
We’re gearing up for our biggest event of the year - our annual trade justice dinner! Not only is it
always a great night, with delicious food and great speakers, but it also raises much needed funds to
support our important campaigns. You’ll find all the details below, and we hope to see you there.
In this month’s Bulletin, we report back on the recent TPP meeting in Chile, provide links to our latest
RCEP resources and warn that the PACER-plus deal with Pacific Island nations could be signed as early
as this month. Read on for all these stories and more.
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Annual Trade Justice Dinner: May 16
AFTINET’s annual trade justice dinner is just around the corner!
We’ll be hosting our fundraising dinner on Tuesday, 16th May at Erciyes Turkish Restaurant in Surry
Hills this year. Erciyes does delicious Turkish food in a great atmosphere, with plenty of vegetarian
options.
All proceeds will support AFTINET’s trade justice campaigns.
WHEN: 6pm, Tuesday 16 May 2017
WHERE: Erciyes Turkish Restaurant, 409 Cleveland St Surry Hills
COST: $70 per person or $560 for a table of eight
Special guest speaker:

Kate Lee, Union Aid Abroad – APHEDA
Kate is the Executive Officer of APHEDA, the global justice organisation of
the Australian union movement. APHEDA works with unions in the AsiaPacific region to prevent harmful social impacts from trade agreements
like the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), and for a
vision of trade Justice that respects workers’ rights and the environment.
BOOK NOW: Reserve and pay online via PayPal or compete and return the booking form by May 9, 2017.

Foreign policy in the age of Trump: April 5
We're joining AID/WATCH this week in Sydney for a discussion about Australia's foreign policy in the age
of Trump.
WHEN: Wednesday 5th April, 6pm-7.30pm
WHERE: Macquarie Room, NSW Parliament, 6 Macquarie St, Sydney NSW 2000
FREE: Seats are limited - RVSP here

New RCEP campaign resources
Our major campaign focus this year is keeping damaging TPP-provisions out of the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP).
We have just updated our RCEP explainer, ‘Is the RCEP just the TPP by another name?’ and printed a
new hard copy leaflet for distribution and events.
We have also created a new section on our website with specific information on each of the key issues
in the RCEP: secrecy, access to medicines, corporate rights to sue governments (ISDS), workers’ rights,
environment and food production and copyright and consumers.
These are up-to-date resources which you should feel free to share on your own social media accounts
and websites.
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We are also still asking our supporters to take action by sending a message to the Trade Minister or
sharing our RCEP social media graphic.

China FTA review should ditch temporary worker clause
The Australian and Chinese governments recently announced a review of the Investment Facilitation
Memorandum of Understanding attached to the China-Australia free trade agreement.
The MOU is the controversial clause allowing employers with infrastructure projects valued at only
$150 million with a minimum of 15% Chinese investment to bring in unlimited numbers of temporary
skilled workers without testing if local workers are available. No other Australian trade agreement has
similar arrangements.
The agreement allows relatively small investment projects to bypass the local workforce and employ
many workers at a minimum rate for temporary migrant workers which is lower than the rates paid
to local workers under enterprise agreements.
It allows the workers to be tied to one employer, isolated from the local workforce and extremely
vulnerable to exploitation. The projects are supposed to comply with the Australian workforce law but
there is no clear means of enforcement.
However, the MOU is separate from the main trade agreement, is not legally binding and can be easily
cancelled by the Australian Government.
AFTINET is pushing for the Australian Government to use the review as an opportunity to ditch the
MOU. Read our media release here.
We have seen many examples of temporary migrant workers being exploited in Australia and more
regulation is needed.
Including such arrangements in or alongside trade agreements treats workers as commodities and is
unacceptable.

Civil society protests as leaders praise flawed TPP at Chile meeting
Representatives from all TPP countries except the US missed an opportunity to strive for fairer trade
deals when they praised the dead TPP in a statement following a meeting last month in Viña del Mar,
Chile.
The meeting was held on the sidelines of a broader meeting on Integration Initiatives in the AsiaPacific region including non-TPP countries China, Korea and the US.
Missed opportunity
In praising the TPP, leaders ignored calls for fairer trade deals from civil society organisations from
around the world.
Ahead of the meeting in Chile, 200 organisations from 15 countries had urged trade ministers not to
use the failed TPP as a model for future agreements. Many AFTINET member organisations, together
representing around two million Australians, endorsed the letter.
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Opposition to the corporate
TPP model of trade was also felt
locally: Chilean community
organisations protested close
to the venue as discussions
were taking place.
Local groups reiterated the
same concerns about the TPP’s
damaging impacts on health,
democracy
and
the
environment, and called on
trade ministers not to revive
the dead TPP.

What next?
The statement released after the meeting in Chile did not set out a clear path forward for trade in our
region. However, representatives from the 11 countries have agreed to meet again on the sidelines of
the APEC meeting in Vietnam on 20-21 May.
While the future is uncertain, it’s clear that there is still a powerful push to revive the dead TPP in
future trade deals. It’s important that civil society organisations in Australia and around the world
continue to oppose the flawed corporate agenda and advocate for open, transparent negotiations
towards trade deals that improve peoples’ lives and enhance rather than weaken human rights like
access to medicines.

PACER-plus could be signed this month
According to recent media reports, Australia and New Zealand’s PACER-plus deal with Pacific Island
nations could be signed as early as April - without Fiji and Papua New Guinea.
The fact that the two largest Pacific Island economies don’t want to sign on shows that the deal is
heavily skewed towards the interests of Australia and New Zealand - despite early rhetoric that the
agreement was as much about development as it was about reducing trade barriers.
Fiji is particularly concerned about their ability to protect their fledgling industries and says the deal
is too one sided. PNG’s reason for withdrawing from the negations was that the deal wouldn’t benefit
their economy.
Smaller economies in the Pacific, which have less negotiating power than Fiji and PNG, are being
pressured to sign the deal, despite civil society concerns that Australia and New Zealand are pushing
their own interests at the expense of the Pacific.
A recent social impact report recommended that Pacific Island governments should walk away from
the talks so they can retain their legal right to regulate to protect their national development interests,
which include the ownership and control of land, natural resources and the environment.
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More news from our website
RCEP could endanger India’s TB programme. If TPP-like provisions on medicine monopolies are
adopted in the RCEP, new medicines will remain expensive for longer periods of time. India’s Revised
National Tuberculosis Control Programme could be hit badly. Read more
Indonesian official says no TPP in the RCEP. The chief RCEP negotiator has urged members to avoid
introducing TPP clauses into the deal. Read more.
New RCEP leaks confirm restrictions on government regulation of financial crises. Leaked documents
from the December 2016 RCEP negotiations show how the RCEP investment and services chapters
restrict government regulation of investment flows and financial services. Read more.
Pacific Island workers exploited in Australia. More reports of Pacific Island workers being exploited
while working in Australia show the dangers of expanding temporary foreign workers in Australia
without ensuring their rights at work are protected. Read more.
Trade for an economy for everyone. AFTINET worked with the NSW Nurses and Midwives to develop
a new fair trade video and two-page discussion starter to contribute to a discussion about how we can
create a more just and environmentally sustainable society. Read more.

Contact us:
Australian Fair Trade and Investment Network (AFTINET)
128 Chalmers Street, Surry Hills, NSW, Australia 2010
Phone 02 9699 3686 |fax 02 96993717
campaign@aftinet.org.au
www.aftinet.org.au |Twitter: @AFTINET | Facebook
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